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 On an Exact Sequence Related to a Graph
 M . H OFMEISTER
 The five problems of counting component colorings , vertex colorings , arc colorings , cocycles
 and switching equivalence classes of a graph with respect to a finite field up to isomorphism are
 related by an exact sequence that stems from a coboundary operator . This cohomology is
 presented , and counting formulas are given for each of the five problems . Finally , a topological
 application is given .
 Ö  1996 Academic Press Limited
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  G  be an undirected simple graph with vertex set  V  5  V  ( G ) ,  edge set  E  5  E ( G ) ,
 and automorphism group  G . Two objects related to  G  (e . g . vertices , edges , com-
 ponents , vertex colorings , etc . ) are called  isomorphic , if there is an automorphism of  G
 mapping the one onto the other .
 For some prime power  q , let  F q  be the finite field of this order . Consider the
 following problems , which are related by the common use of the field  F q .
 P ROBLEM 1 .  Color the components of  G  with  q  colors . What is the number of such
 colorings up to isomorphism?
 P ROBLEM 2 .  Count the nonisomorphic vertex colorings with  q  colors .
 P ROBLEM 3 .  Let  A  5  A ( G ) be the set of (directed) arcs of the corresponding
 symmetric diagraph of  G .  An  alternating coloring  of  G  is an arc coloring with color set
 F q , such that inverse arcs have inverse colors , with respect to addition in  F q . Count the
 alternating colorings of  G  up to isomorphism .
 P ROBLEM 4 .  A  cocycle  of  G  is an alternating coloring of  G  such that , whenever
 ( i ,  j )  P  A , i  P  V x  , j  P  V y  ,  it follows that the color of ( i ,  j ) is  x  2  y  for a vertex partition
 ( V u ) u P F q  in (possibly empty) pairwise disjoint sets . Enumerate the non-isomorphic
 cocycles of  G .
 P ROBLEM 5 .  Two alternating colorings of  G  are called  switching equi y  alent ,  if they
 dif fer only by a cocycle of  G .  What is the number of nonisomorphic switching
 equivalence classes?
 There is a nice cohomological approach relating these five problems . Our purpose is
 to present this cohomology and solutions of the problems . All the solutions are based
 on Burnside’s lemma or its famous implication , Po ´  lya’s theorem . Because of their
 importance , we will present these classical results in the next section .
 As it will be seen , Problems 1 and 2 can be easily solved by Po ´  lya’s theorem .
 Problem 3 reduces to the problem of coloring the edges of  G  with  q  colors up to
 isomorphism if the field characteristic of  F q  (denoted by  χ  ( F q )) equals two ; in this case ,
 the enumeration can be done by Po ´  lya’s theorem again . Problem 4 is solved in [6] in
 full generality ; therefore we will present only the result , but not the proof . The last
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 problem was solved in [8] for complete graphs and  q  5  2 , and later for arbitrary graphs
 and  q  5  2 in [4] and [12] independently . In this paper we will present a solution of this
 problem in the general case of arbitrary graphs and finite fields .
 2 .  B URNSIDE ’ S  L EMMA AND P O ´  LYA ’ S T HEOREM
 Let  S  be a finite set of order  n , and let  G  be a finite group acting on  S .  For  g  P  G ,  the
 cycle type  of  g  is ( l 1 ( g  ) ,  .  .  .  ,  l n ( g  )) , where  l i ( g  ) is the number of cycles of  g  of length
 i . The total number of cycles of  g  is denoted by  l ( g  ) .  Note that  l 1 ( g  ) is the number of
 fixed points of  g .
 L EMMA 1 (Burnside’s lemma) .  The number of orbits of the action of  G  on the set S is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  l 1 ( g  ) .
 Originally , this lemma is due to Cauchy – Frobenius , as we learned from [7] .
 Now let  D  be a set of order  n , and let  R  be a set of order  k .  Then  G  acts on the set of
 functions  f  :  D  5  R  via
 g  (  f  )  5  f  +  g  2 1 ;
 this action is called  exponentiation .
 C OROLLARY 1 (Po ´  lya’s theorem , easiest version) .  The number of orbits of the action
 of  G  on the set of functions f  :  D  5  R  y  ia exponentiation is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  k l ( g  ) .
 For an introduction to and applications of Po ´  lya’s theory see , for example , [3] and
 his original paper [10] . Note that some of Po ´  lya’s results are anticipated in Redfield’s
 paper [11] .
 3 .  C OHOMOLOGY
 All objects considered in Problems 1 – 5 have one property in common : they form
 vector spaces over  F q . A vertex coloring of  G  with  q  colors can be understood as a
 function  f  :  V  5  F q ; let  # 0 ( G ;  F q ) be the vector space of such functions , with pointwise
 addition and scalar multiplication . In a similar way , an alternating coloring of  G  can be
 described by a function  F  :  A  5  F q  such that  F  ( i ,  j )  5  2 F  (  j ,  i ) for each arc ( i ,  j )  P  A ; let
 # 1 ( G ;  F q ) be the vector space of such functions , with pointwise addition and scalar
 multiplication again . Next we define the vector space homomorphism
 d  :  # 0 ( G ;  F q )  5  #
 1 ( G ;  F q )
 by setting
 d  (  f  )( i ,  j )  5  f  ( i )  2  f  (  j )  (( i ,  j )  P  A ) .
 Let  *  0 ( G ;  F q )  5  ker( d  ) , the 0- cohomology space  of  G , and let  *  1 ( G ;  F q )  5
 # 1 ( G ;  F q ) / im( d  ) ,  the 1- cohomology space  of  G .  Let  d  0 :  *  0 ( G ;  F q )  5  #  0 ( G ;  F q ) and
 d  1 :  # 1 ( G ;  F q )  5  *  1 ( G ;  F q )  be the canonical monomorphism and epimorphism ,
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 respectively . Then we have an exact sequence
 0  ÅÅ 5  *  0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  0  #  0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  #  1 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  1  *  1 ( G  ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5  0 .  (1)
 Since  *  0 ( G ;  F q ) consists of those functions of  #
 0 ( G  ;  F q ) which are constant on the
 components of  G ,  the space  *  0 ( G ;  F q ) is the space of component colorings of  G  with  q
 colors . The set of cocycles of  G  corresponds to im( d  ) ,  while the set of switching
 equivalence classes is given by  *  1 ( G ;  F q ) .
 The following dimension formulas can be easily obtained from elementary counting
 arguments and exactness of sequence (1) .
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  Let m ,  n ,  k be the number of edges ,  y  ertices and components of G .
 Then :
 (1)  dim( * 0 ( G ;  F q ))  5  k ;
 (2)  dim( # 0 ( G ;  F q ))  5  n ;
 (3)  dim( # 1 ( G ;  F q ))  5  m ;
 (4)  dim( * 1 ( G ;  F q ))  5  m  2  n  1  k ;
 (5)  dim(im( d  ))  5  n  2  k .
 4 .  A UTOMORPHISMS OF THE C OHOMOLOGY
 The automorphism group  G  of  G , considered as a permutation group of the vertices
 of  G ,  acts as a permutation group on edges , arcs and components of  G  via
 g  [ i ,  j ]  5  [ g  ( i ) ,  g  (  j )] ,  g  ( i ,  j )  5  ( g  ( i ) ,  g  (  j )) and  g  ( H )  5  H ˜   if f  g  ( i ) is a vertex of  H ˜   for
 some vertex  i  of  H , for each edge [ i ,  j ] ,  arc ( i ,  j ) and component  H  of  G .  The cycle
 type of  g  P  G , considered as a permutation of components , vertices and edges of  G , is
 denoted by ( v  1 ( g  ) ,  .  .  .  ,  v k ( g  )) ,  ( É  1 ( g  ) ,  .  .  .  ,  É n ( g  )) and ( e  1 ( g  ) ,  .  .  .  ,  e m ( g  )) ,
 respectively . Their corresponding sums are denoted by  v  ( g  ) ,  É  ( g  ) and  e  ( g  ) .
 The group  G  acts not only on vertices and edges of  G , but also on the spaces
 # 0 ( G ;  F q )  and  #
 1 ( G ;  F q ) via
 g  (  f  )  5  f  +  g  2 1  for  f  P  #  0 ( G  ;  F q ) ,
 (2)
 g  ( F  )  5  F  +  g  2 1  for  F  P  # 1 ( G  ;  F q ) .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  For e y  ery  g  P  G ,  g  +  d  5  d  +  g .
 The proof of this proposition is a straightforward calculation . It is Proposition 2
 from which we conclude that  G  acts on  *  0 ( G ;  F q ) and im( d  ) in an obvious way , and on
 *  1 ( G ;  F q )  via
 g  ( F  1  im( d  ))  5  g  ( F  )  1  im( d  ) .
 In the sense of equations (2) , every  g  P  G  establishes vector space automorphisms of
 the four spaces of sequence (1) and of im( d  ) .  Our considerations may be summarized
 by the observation that the diagram
 0  ÅÅ 5  *  0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  0  # 0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  # 1 ( G  ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5
 d  1  *  1 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5  0
 g  ‚  g  ‚  g  ‚  g  ‚
 0  ÅÅ 5  *  0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5 d  0  #
 0 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5 d  #
 1 ( G ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5 d  1  *
 1 ( G  ;  F q )  ÅÅ 5  0
 is commutative .
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 Now Problems 1 – 5 can be restated in the following form : Count the orbits of the
 actions of  G  on the spaces  *  0 ( G ;  F q ) ,  #
 0 ( G ;  F q ) ,  #
 1 ( G ;  F q ) , im( d  ) and  *  1 ( G ;  F q ) .  By
 Burnside’s lemma , these problems reduce to the problems of counting the component
 colorings , vertex colorings , alternating colorings , cocycles and switched equivalence
 classes that are fixed under  g  , for every  g  P  G .
 We define homomorphisms  a  0 g :  #
 0 ( G  ;  F q )  5  # 0 ( G  ;  F q ) and  a  1 g :  # 1 ( G  ;  F q )  5
 # 1 ( G ;  F q )  by setting
 a  0 g (  f  )  5  f  2  g  (  f  ) ,  a
 1
 g ( F  )  5  F  2  g  ( F  ) ,
 for  f  P  #  0 ( G ;  F q ) and  F  P  #
 1 ( G ;  F q ) .  Set  b
 0
 g  5  a
 0
 g  3  *  0 ( G  ;  F q ) ,  and let
 b  1 g :  *
 1 ( G ;  F q )  5  *  1 ( G ;  F q )  be defined by  b  1 g ( F  1  im( d  ))  5  a  1 g ( F  )  1  im( d  ) .  In order to
 solve Problems 1 – 5 , it suf fices to determine the sizes of ker( b  0 g ) ,  ker( a  0 g ) , ker( a  1 g ) ,
 ker( a  1 g  3  im( d  ))  and ker( b  1 g ) . But in the cases of non-isomorphic component colorings
 and vertex colorings , we can use Po ´  lya’s theorem directly .
 T HEOREM 1 .  The number of non - isomorphic component colorings of G with q colors
 is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  q v  ( g  ) .
 T HEOREM 2 .  The number of non - isomorphic  y  ertex colorings of G with q colors is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  q É  ( g  ) .
 Let  g  P  G , and let  s É  be a vertex cycle of  g .  The cycle  s É  is called  diagonal  if its size
 is even , say  u s É  u  5  2 t ,  and [ i ,  g  t ( i )]  P  E  for some  i  P  s É  .  The corresponding edge cycle
 and arc cycle as well as their edges and arcs are called diagonal , too . Now set
 r  ( g  )  5 H number  of  diagonal  vertex  cycles  of  g  ,
 0
 if  χ  ( F q )  ?  2 ,
 if  χ  ( F q )  5  2 .
 (3)
 T HEOREM 3 .  The number of non - isomorphic alternating colorings of G with q colors
 is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  q e  ( g  ) 2 r  ( g  ) .
 P ROOF .  If  χ  ( F q )  5  2 , the assumption can be obtained by Po ´  lya’s theorem again , for
 the edge colorings of  G  with  q  colors . In order to prove the theorem in case  χ  ( F q )  ?  2 ,
 note that it is necessary and suf ficient for  F  to be in ker( a  1 g ) that  F  is constant on the
 cycles of  g  ,  and even  F  ;  0 on arc cycles of  g  coming from diagonal edge cycles , since 0
 is the only self-inverse member of  F q  with respect to addition .  h
 Now we turn our attention to the cocycles of  G .  Let  s v  be a component cycle of  g .
 A vertex cycle  s É  of  g  is  associated  to  s v  ,  if  s É  permutes vertices of components in  s v  .
 Let  k  ( g  ) be the number of component cycles  s v  of  g  that have an associated vertex
 cycle  s É  such that
 u s É  u / u s v  u  ò  0  (mod  χ  ( F q )) .
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 Note that  u s É  u / u s v  u  indicates how many vertices of  s É  are contained in a component of
 s v  .  Recall that  k  is the number of components of  G .
 T HEOREM 4 .  The number of non - isomorphic cocycles of G o y  er  F q is
 1
 u G u  q k  O g  P G  q É  ( g  ) 2 k  ( g  ) 1 v  ( g  ) .
 The proof of this theorem , based on the calculation of dim(ker( a  1 g  3  im( d  ))) ,  is the
 main part of [6] and is therefore omitted here .
 5 .  N ON - ISOMORPHIC S WITCHING E QUIVALENCE C LASSES
 In this section we will develop a counting formula for the number of non-isomorphic
 switching equivalence classes of the graph  G . We remarked in the preceding section
 that the problem reduces , by Burnside’s lemma , to the computation of the size of
 ker( b  1 g ) , since this space is the set of switching equivalence classes fixed by the
 automorphism  g  P  G .
 Consider the fiber product of the homomorphisms  d  and  a  1 g , i . e . the space  # g ( G ;  F q )
 consisting of all pairs (  f ,  F  ) such that  d  (  f  )  5  a  1 g ( F  ) ,  together with the canonical
 projections  m  0 g :  # g ( G ;  F q )  5  #  0 ( G ;  F q ) and  m  1 g :  # g ( G ;  F q )  5  # 1 ( G  ;  F q ) .  Set
 # 0 g ( G ;  F q )  5  im( m
 0
 g )  and  #
 1
 g ( G ;  F q )  5  im( m
 1
 g ) . Then we have im( d  1  3  #  1 g ( G  ;  F q ))  5
 ker( b  1 g ) . It is clear that we can obtain the size of ker( b  1 g ) from dim( #  0 g ( G  ;  F q )) .  Let us
 start with a criterion for  F  to be in  # 0 g ( G ;  F q ) .
 L EMMA 2 .  Let  g  P  G  and f  P  # 0 ( G ;  F q ) . Then f  P  #
 0
 g ( G ;  F q )  if f
 O s [ i ,j ]
 l 5 1
 f  ( g  l ( i ))  5  O s [ i ,j ]
 l 5 1
 f  ( g  l (  j ))  (4)
 ( i )  for e y  ery edge  [ i ,  j ]  of G if  χ  ( F q )  5  2 , and
 ( ii )  for e y  ery edge  [ i ,  j ]  of G that is not diagonal with respect to  g  if  χ  ( F q )  ?  2 , where
 s [ i ,  j ] denotes the length of the edge cycle induced by  g  and containing  [ i ,  j ] .
 P ROOF .  If  f  P  #  0 g ( G ;  F q ) ,  then there is an  F  P  #  1 ( G ;  F q ) such that  g  ( F  )  5  F  2  d  (  f  ) .
 By induction , we obtain , for every non-negative integer  r ,
 F  ( g  2 r ( i ) ,  g  2 r (  j ))  5  O r 2 1
 l 5 0
 (  f  ( g  2 r (  j ))  2  f  ( g  2 r ( i )))  1  F  ( i ,  j ) .  (5)
 If the edge [ i ,  j ] is not diagonal , we obtain equation (4) with  r  5  s [ i ,  j ] .  Now let [ i ,  j ] be
 diagonal , and let  t  be the length of the vertex cycle containing  i  and  j .  Then we obtain
 from equation (5) , with  r  5  t  / 2 ,
 2 F  ( i ,  j )  5  O t /2 2 1
 l 5 0
 (  f  ( g  2 r ( i ))  2  f  ( g  2 r (  j ))) ,  (6)
 which is again equation (4) for  χ  ( F q )  5  2 .
 Conversely , assume that  f  satisfies equation (4) for every edge of  G  that is not
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 diagonal , and in addition for every diagonal edge if  χ  ( F q )  5  2 .  From each edge cycle
 that is not diagonal choose a corresponding arc ( i ,  j ) and assign to it some value
 F  ( i ,  j )  P  F q .  If  χ  ( F q )  5  2 , then do so for diagonal edge cycles , too . If  χ  ( F q )  ?  2 ,  then the
 value of  F  on diagonal arcs is given by equation (6) . The other arc values of  F  are then
 determined recursively by the fact that  F  has to be alternating and by equation (5) .
 Equation (4) guarantees the consistency of the procedure . Doing so , we obtain a
 function  F  P  # 1 ( G ;  F q ) such that  d  (  f  )  5  a
 1
 g ( F  ) ; hence  f  P  #
 0
 g ( G ;  F q ) .  h
 For an automorphism  g  of  G , let  G g  be the  cycle graph  of  G  with respect to  g  ,  i . e .
 the simple graph with the vertex cycles of  g  as vertices ; two dif ferent vertices  s É  ,  τ É  of
 G g  are adjacent in  G g  if f there are  i  P  s É  , j  P  τ É  such that [ i ,  j ]  P  E ( G ) .
 From now on , let  p  5  χ  ( F q ) .  We define an evaluation on vertex cycles of  g  by setting
 Ω ( s É  )  5  s  if  u s É  u  5  p s u ,  where  s  is chosen so that  p  is not a divisor from  u .  Let  V s  be the
 set of vertex cycles of  g  that satisfy  Ω ( s É  )  5  s .  Then  G g [ V s ] denotes the subgraph of
 G g  induced by  V s . A component of  G g [ V s ] is called  minimal  in  G g  if it does not contain
 a vertex that is adjacent in  G g  to a vertex  s É  with  Ω ( s É  )  ,  s .  Let  X g  be the subgraph
 consisting of the minimal components of all graphs  G g [ V s ] in  G g  if  p  ?  2 or
 respectively , the subgraph consisting of such components that do not contain a vertex
 that is a diagonal vertex cycle of  g  if  p  5  2 . Let  j  ( g  ) be the number of components of
 X g  .
 Recall that the number of vertex cycles of  g  is denoted by  É  ( g  ) .
 L EMMA 3 .  dim( #  0 g ( G ;  F q ))  5  n  2  É  ( g  )  1  j  ( g  ) .
 P ROOF .  We count the number of functions  f  P  #  0 g ( G  ;  F q ) that satisfy the condition
 of Lemma 2 . Let ( i ,  j ) be an arc of  G ,  and let  s É  and  τ É  be the vertex cycles of  g
 containing  i  and  j ,  respectively . Let  Ω ( s É  )  5  s 1 and  Ω ( τ É  )  5  s 2 , such that  u s É  u  5  p s 1 u 1
 and  u τ É  u  5  p s 2 u 2 . If  s 1  5  s 2  5  s  and the edge [ i ,  j ] is not diagonal , then  s [ i ,  j ]  5
 p s lcm ( u 1  ,  u 2 ) ,  and Lemma 2 tells us that
 lcm ( u 1  ,  u 2 )
 u 1
 O
 x P s É
 f  ( x )  5
 lcm ( u 1  ,  u 2 )
 u 2
 O
 x P τ É
 f  ( x ) .  (7)
 If  s 1  .  s 2 , then we obtain , from Lemma 2 ,
 lcm ( u 1  ,  u 2 )
 u 1
 O
 x P s É
 f  ( x )  5  p s 1 2 s 2
 lcm ( u 1  ,  u 2 )
 u 2
 O
 x P τ É
 f  ( x )  5  0 ,  (8)
 since addition is in  F q . If [ i ,  j ] is diagonal , there are no further restrictions for  f  on the
 vertices of  s É  if  p  ?  2 ,  while
 O
 x P s É
 f  ( x )  5  0  (9)
 if  p  5  2 .
 In order to show that equations (7) – (9) are the only restrictions for the choice of
 f  P  #  0 ( G ;  F q ) ,  let  s
 1
 É  ,  .  .  .  ,  s
 r
 É  be any circuit in a minimal component in  G g  (that does
 not contain a vertex that is a diagonal vertex cycle of  g  if  p  5  2) .  For  h  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  r , let
 [ i h  ,  i h 1 1 ]  be an edge of  G  connecting  s
 h
 É  with  s
 h 1 1
 É   (mod  r ) .  Set
 a h  5
 lcm ( u h  ,  u h 1 1 )
 u h
 ,  b h 1 1  5
 lcm ( u h  ,  u h 1 1 )
 u h 1 1
 .
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 Then the sums  o x P s  h É  f  ( x ) have to satisfy the linear equation system
 a h z h  5  b h 1 1 z h 1 1  (mod  r ) .
 The solution space of this system is generated by the vector ( u 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  u r ) .
 Summing up , in every component of  X g  one vertex  s É  (which is a vertex cycle of  g  )
 can be evaluated by  f  arbitrarily , while the sum values of  f  on the other vertex cycles  τ É
 are determined as a consequence of equation (7) . All vertex cycles  s É  of  g  that are not
 vertices of  X g  have to be evaluated by  f  such that  o x P s É  f  ( x )  5  0 by equations (8) and
 (9) . Summarizing , we obtain exactly
 q j  ( g  )  P  q u s É u 2 1  5  q n 2 É  ( g  ) 1 j  ( g  )
 appropriate functions  f  P  #  0 ( G ;  F q ) ,  where the product is taken over all vertex cycles
 s É  of  g .  h
 L EMMA 4 .  dim( #  1 g ( G ;  F q ))  5  n  2  É  ( g  )  1  j  ( g  )  1  e  ( g  )  2  r  ( g  )  2  k .
 P ROOF .  Remember the fiber product of  d  and  a  1 g . The kernel of  m  0 g  is isomorphic to
 ker( a  1 g ) , so we have
 dim( # g ( G ;  F q ))  5  dim( #
 0
 g ( G ;  F q ))  1  dim(ker( a
 1
 g ))
 5  n  2  É  ( g  )  1  j  ( g  )  1  e  ( g  )  2  r  ( g  ) .  (10)
 Since the kernel of  m  1 g  is isomorphic to  *
 0 ( G  ;  F q ) , the lemma follows from equation
 (10) .  h
 T HEOREM 5 .  The number of nonisomorphic switching equi y  alence classes of G is
 1
 u G u  O g P G  q e  ( g  ) 2 É  ( g  ) 1 j  ( g  ) 2 r  ( g  ) .
 P ROOF .  Recall that the set of switching equivalence classes fixed by  g  is ker( b  1 g ) ,
 and that ker( b  1 g )  5  im( d
 1  3  # 1 g ( G ;  F q )) .  An easy calculation shows that
 ker( d  1  3  #  1 g ( G ;  F q ))  5  im( d  ) ;  it follows from Lemma 4 and Proposition 1(5) that
 dim(ker( b  1 g ))  5  e  ( g  )  2  É  ( g  )  1  j  ( g  )  2  r  ( g  ) .
 Now the theorem follows from Burnside’s lemma .  h
 In order to illustrate the theorem , let  G  5  K n  be the complete graph with  n  vertices .
 The automorphism group of  K n  is  S n  ,  the symmetric group on its vertices .
 Let  g  P  S n  ,  and let ( É  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  É n ) be the cycle type of  g .  Then  É  ( g  )  5  o n i 5 1  É i  .  From
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 the cycle index of the  pair group S (2) n   (see [3]) we obtain  e  ( g  ) ; the cycle indices of pair
 groups are tabulated in [3] for  n  <  10 .
 Every vertex cycle of  g  of even length is diagonal , hence
 j  ( g  )  5 H 0 ,  if  every  vertex  cycle  of  g  is  of  even  length  and  p  5  2 ,
 1 ,  otherwise .
 Recall that  p  is the field characteristic of  F q . Furthermore ,
 r  ( g  )  5 H number  of  vertex  cycles  of  g  of  even  length ,
 0
 if  p  ?  2 ,
 otherwise .
 Using these facts , we obtain Table 1 , presenting the numbers of non-isomorphic
 switching equivalence classes of  K n  for some small values of  n  and  q .
 6 .  A T OPOLOGICAL A PPLICATION
 The non-isomorphic switching equivalence classes counted by Theorem 5 are related
 to some topological objects . A graph  H  is called an  r - fold  covering of the graph  G , if
 there is an  r -to-one graph homomorphism  p  from  H  onto  G ,  called the  r - fold co y  ering
 projection ,  which sends the neighbors of each vertex  x  P  V  ( H ) bijectively to the
 neighbors of  p ( x )  P  V  ( G ) .  Topologically speaking , the covering projection  p  is a local
 homeomorphism .
 An  r -fold covering projection  p  is called  regular ,  if the automorphism group of  H
 acts transitively on the vertex fibers  p 2 1 ( y  ) ,  y  P  V  ( G ) .  It is well known [2] that regular
 graph coverings may be described by so-called  ordinary  y  oltage assignments ,  i . e .
 alternating functions  F  :  A ( G )  5  P , where  P  is a group of order  r . Such a function
 corresponds to a regular  r -fold covering as follows . The  deri y  ed graph G F  has at its
 vertex set the product  V  ( G )  3  P . Two vertices ( i ,  x ) and (  j ,  y ) are adjacent in  G F  , if f  i
 and  j  are adjacent in  G  and  y  5  xF  ( i ,  j ) .  The group  P  is the  y  oltage group  of  G F .  It is
 easy to check that  G F  is in fact an undirected simple graph .
 The canonical projection  p F  (mapping vertex ( i ,  u ) of  G F  onto vertex  i  of  G ) is a
 regular  r -fold covering projection . Conversely , every regular covering projection can be
 described by an appropriate ordinary voltage assignment . We refer the interested
 reader to the famous textbook of Gross and Tucker [2] for more information .
 Two regular graph coverings  G F  ,  G F ˜   with the same voltage group  P  are called
 strongly isomorphic ,  if there is an automorphism  g  of  G  and an isomorphism
 c  :  G F  5  G F ˜   such that
 c  ( i ,  x )  5  ( g  ( i ) ,  x pi i )
 for some  pi i  P  P .
 Now let  P  be the (additive group of the) finite field  F q . A short calculation shows
 On an exact sequence related to a graph  445
 that  G F  and  G F ˜   are strongly isomorphic if f the switching equivalence classes  F  1  im( d  )
 and  F ˜  1  im( d  ) are isomorphic . We conclude that Theorem 5 counts regular graph
 covering projections with voltage group ( F q  ,  1 ) up to strong isomorphism .
 There are a lot of open—and some solved—problems in the counting theory of graph
 covering projections . For more details , see , for example [5] . An interesting application
 of counting graph coverings can be found in [9] .
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